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For this example we shall use an s-domain transfer function which can be considered to be the
open-loop characteristic of a simple unity-feedback control system with an integrator, two
lead-lag compensators, and a second-order plant. The details are
G ( s) =

775
s

15267.1756
⋅ 0.2s s+ +2 1 ⋅ 0.2s s+ +1 1 ⋅ s 2 + 100
s + 15267.1756

which we will enter into STOZXFR as a single transfer function in order to show the root-finding
and factorization properties. The test transfer function will be
G(s) =

4.7328244e5 s 2 + 7.0992366e6 s + 2.3664122e7
s 5 + 103 s 4 + 15569.1756 s 3 + 46001.5268 s 2 + 30534.3512 s

which will be entered by choosing the File|TransferFunction|Keyboard Input menu item. In
the first dialog box we select the s-Domain option button and enter
500 as the sampling frequency. The choice of sampling frequency is
important for two reasons: (1) the obvious one of avoiding significant
aliasing of the analog signals which drive the digital control loop, and
(2) the less obvious reason of avoiding a sampling frequency which is
so high relative to the time constants in the transfer function that the
resulting z-domain coefficients cannot be precisely represented, even
in 32-bit floating point. (You can repeat this example with a sampling
frequency of, say 5 kHz, to see that the low frequency response of the
z-domain transfer function departs seriously from the analog prototype, principally due to
coefficient values which are extremely close to the limits of 1.0 and ±2.0 .)
In the next dialog box we
choose the transfer
function form for entering
of the specifications.
Then we enter the order
of the transfer function in
the next dialog box.
At this point the dialog box for the entry of the coefficients
appears, with the text boxes for the higher orders of s disabled
(grayed out). As is usual for Windows applications, movement
from text box to text box is via the tab key. Be careful not to
strike the
key before the coefficients are all typed in; if you
do you will probably see a message box stating that the
transfer function is unstable. What goes on inside STOZXFR
is that the roots of the numerator and denominator polynomials
are computed, pairs of complex conjugate poles define biquad
factors, and real poles are paired to form biquads and a single
1st-order section for an odd-order transfer function. Then the
z-domain transfer function is computed using a proprietary
version of the bilinear-z mapping. This proprietary method
seeks to achieve as close a match as possible to the analog
transfer function.
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When the z-domain values have been computed the z-domain poles and zeros are in the
Pole-Zero Plot and the numeric values are in the text boxes in the Pole/Zero Values frame.
You cycle through the sections of the cascaded transfer function by clicking on the Next
Section button. For an overall view, use the ShowValues|Poles and Zeros menu item to see
all of the z-domain values.

The ShowValues|Coefficients menu item displays the z-domain coefficients as

To see the coefficients and poles of the s-domain transfer function (and also the z-domain), use
the ShowValues|Biquad Array menu item (the BIQUAD array is an internal structure used to
store the s-domain and z-domain specifications). Responding to the question in the input box
by typing s will produce the first of these windows; the others appear when you click on the
Continue button.

In this representation a gain value is displayed, corresponding to a b0 value of 1.0.
If you wish to change the values in the s-domain transfer function you select the
File|TransferFunction|Edit|Transfer Function menu item and the window used for the
$
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original coefficient entry will appear. If you make some changes and then change you mind
before clicking on the Accept button, you can void the changes by clicking on the Cancel
Changes button.
For the frequency response computation and plotting the default choice is a linear frequency
axis. To change to a logarithmic frequency axis just select the Options|Freq Scale|Log menu
item (this puts the check mark next to Log instead of Linear). In the Frequency Response
Plot Parameters frame there will be default parameters for the response computation and
plotting. Decade values for the logF plot are specified as powers-of-ten. Click the Compute
and then the Plot buttons to see the plot of magnitude and phase. The response of the
s-domain prototype is plotted in green, and the z-domain responses are plotted on top of this
s-domain response. Because the bilinear-z mapping can introduce zeros at one-half the
sampling frequency, the z-domain response will roll off faster than the s-domain prototype as
this folding frequency is approached. Usually, as in this example, the magnitude response is
already down so far that it doesn't matter. For a more representative plot, under the
assumption that the analog transfer function was for the open loop of a unity feedback system,
change the plot
parameters to a
-100 to 100
magnitude range,
and a -280 to -80
degree phase
range. Then click
the Clear +
Replot button to
get this plot.
When numeric
values are
desired, you use
the
ShowValues|Fre
quency
Response menu
item to display a
table of the
computed values
in a scrollable list
box. You can
choose between
the frequency
response for the
s-domain or the
z-domain version.
If you need values at specific frequencies you should choose the Linear frequency scale and
set the low and high frequency values together with the number of points so that you get the
values and the resolution that you desire. The s-domain response values atin the crossover
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frequency neighborhood are

Treating this transfer function as representing an open-loop response, we can compare the
values at the 0-dB and -180 degree points for the s-domain and z-domain responses. An
approximate location of these points can be done using 1000 points over the -1 to +3 decades
(0.1 Hz to 1 kHz) range. The result is
Domain

Frequency (Hz)

Magnitude (dB) Phase (Degrees)

0-dB Crossover
Point

s

5.445

0.0172

-123.33

z

5.445

0.0069

-123.288

Gain margin at
180 phase lag

s

18.8799

-9.47

-180.226

z

18.8799

-9.594

-180.031

Clearly the z-domain equivalent is close enough to the s-domain prototype for engineering
purposes.
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The s-domain and z-domain coefficients can be saved to .TFF files (there is no external
distinction between s and z coefficient files — you have to choose an appropriate name). Using
the File|TransferFunction|Save (.TFF) menu item you have the choice between s- or z-domain
parameters, and for z-domain coefficients the "original" or the modified values. This latter
distinction applies only if you have "tweaked" the z-domain poles and/or zeros using the text
boxes or the "spin buttons" in the Pole/Zero Values frame. We chose the files names
EX_S.TFF and EX_Z.TFF. These files have the contents:

EX_S.TFF
<S> S-plane data
sampling frequency = 500
critical frequency = 0
number of sections = 3
order of sections = 2
<C> coefficients
77.93038,1168.956,3896.519,1,100,15267.18
0,0,77.93038,1,3,2
0,0,77.93038,0,1,0

EX_Z.TFF
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With the coefficients stored in these files they may be reentered by choosing the menu item
File|TransferFunction|Open (.TFF or .FDF). Upon being read in the poles and zeros will be
computed and displayed as before.
It should be clear that the alternative use of this STOZXFR application is to "play around" with
the z-plane poles and zeros in order to get a desired frequency response. Because of the
resolution of the full-scale plot it is difficult to adjust the response to within a few dB, unless you
know that the pole or zero you are adjusting principally affects some small frequency region in
which case you can "zoom" the frequency response plot to achieve greater visual resolution. In
any case, playing with pole and zero values in the z-plane can be educational!
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